This document creates an Internet Assigned Number Authority (IANA) registry for tel Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) parameters and their values. It populates the registry with the parameters defined in the tel URI specification, along with the parameters in tel URI extensions defined for number portability and trunk groups.
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Status of this Memo
By submitting this Internet-Draft, each author represents that any applicable patent or other IPR claims of which he or she is aware have been or will be disclosed, and any of which he or she becomes aware will be disclosed, in accordance with Section 6 of BCP 79.
Internet-Drafts are working documents of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), its areas, and its working groups. Note that other groups may also distribute working documents as InternetDrafts.
Internet-Drafts are draft documents valid for a maximum of six months and may be updated, replaced, or obsoleted by other documents at any time. It is inappropriate to use Internet-Drafts as reference material or to cite them other than as "work in progress."
The list of current Internet-Drafts can be accessed at http://www.ietf.org/ietf/1id-abstracts.txt.
Introduction
The tel URI, defined in RFC 3966 [1] , defines a URI that can be used to represent resources identified by telephone numbers. The tel URI, like many other URIs, provides extensibility through the definition of new URI parameters and new values for existing parameters. However, RFC3966 did not specify an IANA registry where such parameters and values can be listed and standardized. This specification creates such a registry.
Terminology
The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [3] .
Use of the Registry
The tel URI parameters and values for these parameters MUST be documented in a standards-track RFC in order to be registered by IANA. This documentation MUST fully explain the syntax, intended usage, and semantics of the parameter. The intent of this requirement is to assure interoperability between independent implementations, and to prevent accidental namespace collisions between implementations of dissimilar features.
RFCs defining tel URI parameters or parameter values MUST register them with IANA as described below.
Registered tel URI parameters and their values are to be considered "reserved words". In order to preserve interoperability, registered parameters MUST be used in a manner consistent with that described in their defining RFC. Implementations MUST NOT utilize "private" or "locally defined" URI parameters that conflict with registered parameters.
Some tel URI parameters only accept a set of predefined parameter values while others can take any value. There are also parameters that do not have any value; they are used as flags.
Those URI parameters that take on predefined values typically take on a large number of values. 
IANA Considerations
The specification creates a new IANA registry named "tel URI Parameters".
tel URI Parameters Registry
New tel URI parameters and new values for existing tel URI parameters MUST be registered by IANA.
When registering a new tel URI parameter the following information MUST be provided:
o Name of the parameter. o Whether the parameter only accepts a set of predefined values. o Reference to the RFC defining the parameter and to any RFC that defines new values for the parameter.
When registering a new value for an existing tel URI parameter the following information MUST be provided:
o Name of the parameter. o Reference to the RFC providing the new value.
Note to IANA editor: When a new value for an existing tel URI parameter is standardized, the Reference column of Table 1 (below) corresponding to the parameter name must be updated to include the new RFC number. Note to RFC Editor: Please replace AAAA with the RFC number for [7] . Please replace BBBB with the RFC number for [6] . Please replace CCCC with the RFC number for [5] .
Registration Policy for tel URI Parameters
As per the terminology in RFC 2434 [4] , the registration policy for tel URI parameters shall be "Standards Action". For the purposes of this registry, the parameter for which IANA registration is requested MUST be defined by a standards-track RFC.
Security Considerations
The registry in this document does not in itself have security considerations. However, as mentioned in RFC 3427 [2] , an important reason for the IETF to manage the extensions of SIP is to ensure that all extensions and parameters are able to provide secure usage. The supporting RFC publications for parameter registrations described this specification MUST provide detailed security considerations for them.
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